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Pinoy from the Philippines

Do not depress.

raise the voice.

ace up!

1,There is no labor contract, and work is updated or it is uneasy.
2, Dangerous workshop without place where having the meal.
3, Threat is said , saying that "If it is unpleasant, stop it".
4,The company thinks unpaid overtime work to be no bad.
5, Abuse is beaten with the stupid and the Blockhead by the president.

Labor Standards Law (1947)
1.Principle of working condition

Fill the necessity to lead the person barrel life worth about
the working condition.

2.Equal labor and management's principle
Labor and management must be equal the decision

of the working condition. Observe both of the result.

3.Principle of parity of treatment

Do not discriminate the working condition by worker's nationality,
creed, and social position.
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We want to improve

The president is a small business administrator. Surely,
it is annoyed by the pressure of the major company.
We wa
nt to p
ropose
that
work g
oes be
tter mo
re.
We

are not
destroy
er.

4.Principle of equal pay between bothsexes

Do not discriminate pay compared with the boy because it is a girl.

5.Principle of forced labor prohibition

Do not compel the labor that the worker doesn't want by the assault
and the threat, etc.

6.Principle of intermediary exploitation exclusion
Do not obtain an advantage intervening the others' starting work

7.Principle of security of civil rights exercise
When the worker claims time in the working hour necessary

for the exercise of right as the citizens, the user cannot refuse.

We ,Organization that defends worker's fundamental human rights.
we negotiates with the manager in place of you.

□ Do you want to participate?
Write where to make contact. .

The inquiry and the consultation

Hot line of working person

□ Are you embarrassed ..what..?
Write concretely.

℡06-6583-5543

連帯ユニオン rentai-union

〒550-0021
〒550-0021

The inquiry and the consultation by mail

web@rentai-union.com
大阪市西区川口 2-4-28

kawaguchi2-4-28 nishi-ku Osaka City.

